POW Ecosystem – an EOS-based exchange and value
reallocation platform
How it works
POW Ecosystem is an algorithmic exchange built on EOS that distributes all created value among its token holders. Every
transaction with internal POW tokens generates dividends. The higher your share in the circulating token supply, the more dividends
you'll receive. Users can further increase their rewards.
The nominal EOS/POW price isn't fixed. Quite the contrary: by means of a complex mathematical algorithm, it's automatically
adjusted after every transaction, be it purchase, sale, or transfer. It increases slightly whenever someone buys POW – and falls a
little when one sells or transfers POW.

Affiliate program
- Whenever someone buys POW using your
referral link, you instantly get 30% of the
accrued dividends in EOS;
- To join the program, a stake of 1 000 POW or
more is required;
- Affiliate rewards get transferred to your EOSwallet instantly

The ecosystem also has a second token, POWx. It can be freely traded on third-party exchanges and converted into POW and
back. This connects the fully transparent, verifiable, algorithm-driven world of the POW Ecosystem with the volatile external
markets.
All transactions in the system are executed by means of smart contracts. Internal POW tokens are generated at purchase and
burned at sale, eliminating the risk of excess volatility. This gives POW traits of a stablecoin: at any moment, it's fully backed by
EOS in the contract.

Try our dApp right now
All your tokens, dividends, and user stats in one
handy dApp

powh.fund/dapp

Features
Perfect economic simulation: the system
doesn't require human involvement

The price of internal POW tokens is
adjusted automatically

A fully transparent mechanism of value
reallocation

Blockchain stability is ensured by
masternodes

Official website
Tokens (POW/POWx) generation,
transfer, and conversion are fully
governed by the smart contract

powh.fund

Telegram
Advantages of the POW
-Ecosystem
Every member accrues dividends on all transactions in the system;
-

All dividends are paid in EOS;
Instant dividend withdrawals;

-

Securely protected against hacker attacks;

Transparent automated token pricing;
Extremely fast execution (above 2500 tps) & zero blockchain fees;
Fully distributed – all operations are executed on the blockchain;

Revenue distribution
100% of all revenue will be allocated tomodel
the token
holders by means of a specially designed smart
Ecosystem
contract. The dividends share due to each user will

Twitter
Medium

depend on the amount of POW tokens they hold.

Weibo

Extra rewards for affiliate program members;
Long-term system stability is ensured by complex mathematical
algorithms;
No system fee on dividend withdrawals

GitHub
info@powh.fund

